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• All audio, except for the presenter’s audio, will be muted for the duration of the webinar. 

• This webinar is being recorded, and will be available on SFARI.org

• Use the Q&A feature to ask questions for the presenters throughout the talks. 

Please keep your questions brief.



Simons Foundation Autism Research Initiative

(SFARI) 

• Largest private funder of autism research in the U.S.

• SFARI issued its first RFA in 2007

• Today, SFARI supports more than 300 investigators 

worldwide

• 2022 budget: $100 million overall

Ø Cohorts and genetic sequencing (SPARK, Simons Searchlight)

Ø Research resources (Autism BrainNet, Data Informatic Tools)

Ø RFA grant funding: $19 million



• Exome sequencing (11,986 ASD)
• 102 genes at an FDR of 0.1

Cell 180, 1-17 (2020)
Nat Genet 51, 431-444 (2019)

• Genome-wide association study
• ~18,000 genotyped cases, ~28,000 controls
• 5 hits (genome-wide significant)

ASD Genetics, ca. 2020



New findings
Corresp. Authors Citation ASD Samples & Cohorts Key Analyses

Talkowski, Sanders, Roeder, 
Devlin, Daly, Buxbaum (ASC)

medRxiv 21267194 (2021) 20,627 ASD exomes 
(ASC, SSC, SPARK, DDD, iPSYCH)

Risk gene ID, sex bias, ASD vs. DD, 
cell-type enrichment.

Chung, Shen (SPARK) medRxiv 21264256 (2021) 42,607 ASD exomes
(SPARK, SSC, ASC, MSSNG)

Risk gene ID, inherited mutations with 
moderate effect size.

Eichler, Wang bioRxiv 460398 (2021) 15,560 ASD exomes 
31,052 DD exomes 
(ASC, SSC, SPARK, DDD) 

Risk gene ID, sex bias, ASD vs. DD, 
cell-type enrichment.

Scherer (MSSNG) medRxiv 22274031 (2022) 5,100 ASD genomes 
(MSSNG, SSC) 

Risk gene ID, rare variants + polygenic 
risk, genotype-phenotype.

Sebat PMID 35654974 (2022) 12,270 ASD exomes 
(SSC, SPARK, REACH)

Risk gene ID, sex bias, rare variants + 
polygenic risk, genotype-phenotype. 

Bourgeron, Rolland medRxiv 21251621 (2021) 13,901 ASD exomes 
(SSC, SPARK, iPSYCH)

Odds ratio estimation, sex bias,
genotype-phenotype.

Baron-Cohen, Bourgeron, 
Warrier

PMID 35654973 (2022) 24,420 ASD exomes
(SSC, SPARK)

Rare variants + polygenic risk,
genotype-phenotype.



In sum
• Rare, dominant de novo mutations in 60-600 identified genes contribute to autism risk, with widely varying degrees of estimated 

effect size (OR from ~2 up to ~200 or higher). 

• Most (not all!) de novo risk has been identified; most inherited risk has not. Inherited variants may implicate unique biology.

• De novo SNVs, indels, and non-recurrent CNVs tend to be paternal in origin, while recurrent CNVs tend to be maternal in origin. 

• Burden of common and rare genetic risk is greater in females than in males (female protective effect).

• We call these rare de novos ‘autism genes’, but there is no specificity—most overlap with DD/ID. Some do show a trend for 
enrichment in ASD vs. ID/DD.

• Risk genes implicate two broad categories of biological function: (1) regulators of gene expression, and (2) synaptic function,
and show enrichment in both excitatory and inhibitory neurons.

• De novo mutations tend to associate with deficits in IQ, motor coordination, and adaptive behavior, not with core ASD symptoms. 
Polygenic risk for ASD may be associated with core ASD symptoms and overlaps with polygenic ‘risk’ for greater educational 
attainment.

• Phenotypic heterogeneity is driven, in part, by the heterogeneity in genetic architecture.



• Lower IQ
• Lower M:F ratio
• More comorbidities
• Effect on core ASD features may be
non-specific or indirect

• Higher IQ (increased
‘liability’ for higher educational
attainment)
• Higher M:F ratio
• Fewer comorbidities
• Effect on core ASD features may
be more direct

Genetic architectures of ASD

Adapted from S. Sanders



Applications due: August 18, 2022
Funding decisions: December 21, 2022

2022 Genomics of ASD: Pathways to Biological Convergence 

and Genetic  Therapies RFA

Goal: To advance our understanding of the genetic 

basis of ASD and the molecular and cellular 

consequences of genetic risk, and to provide a 

foundation for the development of treatments for 

select genetically defined forms of the condition.

Budget has three tracks:

• Explorer: up to $400,000 over a period of up to two 
(2) years.

• Expansion: up to $1,500,000 over a period of up to 
three (3) years.

• Collaboration: up to $750,000 per lab over a period 
of up to three (3) years. Up to four (4) labs may 
apply as part of a collaboration.



Areas of Focus

(1) Systems Biology to Identify Points of Biological Convergence

• Leverage WGS or WES data from SPARK, including 70,487 exomes (34,164 with ASD) and 
11,628 genomes (3,100 with ASD), as well as the recent public release of human protein 
interactome, ENCODE data, and transcription factor binding sites. 

• A main goal is to better understand how ASD-associated alleles perturb the regulation of 
DNA accessibility, transcription factor binding, mRNA splicing and protein-protein interactions,
ultimately leading to convergent changes in signaling pathways in critical cell types at critical
developmental stages.

• Areas of interest that were underrepresented in last year’s RFA: (1) the ASD proteome, 
(2) the contribution of inherited genetic variation to ASD-associated biology, (3) the possible
contribution of mitochondrial genetic variation and biology to ASD.



Areas of Focus

• Study the functional effects of any class of variant associated with ASD susceptibility, 
including but not limited to missense, splicing, and regulatory variants, as well as tandem
repeat expansions and contractions. Proposals that are complementary to previous SFARI 
awards in this area will be of particular interest.

(3) Genetic Therapies

• Accelerate the application of gene-targeting therapeutic approaches (ASOs, RNA-based,
vector-based gene-replacement) for treating ASD. Relevant phenotypes to determine
efficacy should be identified in molecular, cellular, and/or animal models.

• We encourage collaborative proposals where investigators will apply different technologies
to the same gene(s)

(2) Functional Analysis of Associated Variants



SFARI Resources

• SFARI resources include genomic and phenotypic data from SSC, SPARK, and Simons 

Searchlight cohorts, as well as iPS cells, lymphoblastoid cell lines, and fibroblasts

SPARK Gene List

• Applicants are encouraged (but not required) to focus on a subset of 50 genes from the 

SPARK gene list that SFARI has selected as strong candidates for the development of 

translational programs

Collaborative Proposals

• Large multidisciplinary projects that assemble the expertise of multiple labs and benefit from 

resource and data sharing (e.g. focus Area 3: different ‘gene targeting’ approaches around the 

same gene, sharing model systems, baseline characterization and data on ‘rescue’ success)

Additional Considerations 



Scientific Examples (Focus Area 1)

Nature Genetics 53, 630-637 (2021)
bioRxiv 476220 (2022)
Nat Commun 11, 4873 (2020)
AJHG 106, 885-892 (2020)



Scientific Examples (Focus Area 2)

Nat Commun 11(1): 2073 (2020).
Cell Rep 38, 110517 (2022).
Nat Genet 50, 1032-1040 (2018).
Cell Syst 12, 353-362 (2021).



Scientific Examples (Focus Area 3)



SFARI iPS cells

• iPSC resource from Simons Searchlight blood 
biospecimens

• Reprogramming: PBMCs, Sendai virus, 
extensive QC

• Control iPSCs: gender matched family 
member control samples will be made

Available Upcoming
16p11.2 dup/del ADNP PPP2R5D

CSNK2A1 ASXL3 SCN2A

PPP2R5D DYRK1A SETBP1

ADNP GRIN2B SLC6A

DYRK1A HIVEP2 STXBP1

GRIN2B HNRNPH2 SYNGAP1

SCN2A PACS1 1q21.1 del/dup

SETBP1 CHAMP1 MED13L

SYNGAP1 CLCN4

STXBP1 CTNNB1

https://sfari.org/resource/ips-cells/

https://sfari.org/resource/ips-cells/


To 
Summary of SPARK sequencing efforts to date

EXOMES
WES1,2,3,4: 70,487 

people & 34,164 
with ASD

WES5
37,256 people & 
12,973 with ASD

(completed 
sequencing, in 

analysis)

GENOMES
WGS1,2,3,4: 11,628 

people &
3,199 with ASD; 
all with parents

1,805 overlapping
samples 

Available on SFARIbase In process (2022)

WGS5
~350 ASD trios from 

WES1 with no 
genetic results; 

female probands 
with ID and seizures 

prioritized

WES6: 9,379 
people & 

4,399 with 
ASD 

(Q4 2022)



What is the SPARK gene list?

• All genes/loci are high-confidence ASD 

risk genes

• If a consenting SPARK participant has 

a variant that meets ACMG LP/P criteria in

one of these genes/loci, that variant is

returned to the participant

• As of 2022, SPARK has collected DNA

samples from ~53K participants with ASD

and expects to identify LP/P variants in these

genes and loci in 8-10% of participants



What is the subset of ~50 prioritized high-confidence ASD genes?

• Subset of genes from the SPARK gene list

• Reasons for prioritization include:
• Recurrent GoF mutations potentially amenable

to ASO therapeutics

• Evidence of clustered mutation spectrum

• Syndrome associated with severe symptoms 

• Evidence of poison exons

• Predicted incidence exceeds 5/100K

• Presence of a well-organized family group

• Gene encodes protein that is considered druggable

• Gene encodes a metabolic enzyme, condition is 

recessive, replacement strategies may be an option



2022 Genomics of ASD: Pathways to Biological Convergence 

and Genetic  Therapies RFA



Questions?


